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Abstract:

This paper describesthe main featuresof our image searchengine:QuickLook. QuickLook allows the
user to query image and video databaseswith the aid of exampleimagesor a user-madesketch,and
progressivelyrefine the system'sresponseby indicating the relevance,or non-relevanceof the retrieved
items.
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1. Introduction
Visual infonnation systems operate on multimedia
databasesto recover relevant images and videos in
responseto a query. The systemscurrently employed,
mainly supportthe searchand the retrieval of pictorial
infonnation in two ways: with text-basedkeywords,or
on the basisof low-level imagefeatures(color, texture,
shape,spatial layout, ...) that must then be compared
on the basis of similarity measuresthat are defined
interactively by the user [1,2,3].
While using these approachesto retrieve a suitable
image from an archive is often an inefficient and time
consuming business,we have observedthat users do
not find it difficult to provide examplesof similar and
dissimilar imagesinteractively. We have exploited this
capacity in developing the image search engine of
QuickLook, which allows the user to query image and
video databaseswith the aid of example images or a
user-made sketch, and progressively refine the
system'sresponseby indicating the relevance,or nonrelevanceof the retrieveditems.
2. Image Indexing
Becauseperceptionis subjective,there is no one "best"
representationof image content. The features listed
below constitutea generalpurposelibrary of low-level
featureswhich can be calculatedon the global image
and/or sub-imagesobtained by dividing the original
imagein different ways:
.

the ratio between the dimensions of the images;
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the Color CoherenceVectors (CCV) and Color
Histogramin the CIELAB color spacequantized
in 64 colors [4];
a histogram of the transition in colors (using a
CIELAB color space quantized in 11 colors,
namely red, orange,yellow, green, blue, purple,
pink, brown,black,grey and white) [5];
the Spatial Chromatic Histogram (SCH),
synthesizing infonnation about the location of
pixels of similar color and their arrangement
within the image[6];
the momentsof inertia (mean,variance,skewness
and kurtosis) of the color distribution in the
CIELXB space[7];
a histogram of opportunely filtered contour
directions (only high gradient pixels are
considered).Edgesare extractedby Canny'sedge
detectors,and the correspondingedge directions
are quantized in 72 bins at 2.50 intervals. To
compensate for different image sizes, the
histogramsarenormalizedwith respectto the total
numberof edgepixels detectedin the image[8];

.

the mean and varianceof the absolutevalues of
the coefficientsof the sub-imagesat the first three
levels of the multi-resolutionDaubechieswavelet
transformof the luminanceimage[9];
the NeighborhoodGray-Tone Difference Matrix
(NGTDM), i.e. coarseness,contrast, busyness,
complexity, and strength, as proposed by
AmadasumandKing [10];

.

the spatial composition of the color regions
identified by the process of quantization in 11

colors: i) fragmentation (the number of color
regions),ii) distribution of the color regions with
respectto the centerof the image; iii) distribution
of the color regionswith respectto the x axis, and
with respectto the y axis [11].
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The total numberof featuresis ratherhigh sincethe

3.2 Estimationof Weights

color and direction histogramsused in indexing are
intrinsically large. Howeve.rsomeof thesefeatures.are
not calculated, but denved from others dunng
matching. All the features:except th~ SCH featur~s
which are compared usmg the. distances .metric
proposed in [6], are compared with the LI distance
measure,as it is statistically more robust than the Lz
distancemeasure[12].

We let R+ be the set of relevantimagesselectedby the
user (R+is usually only an approximationof the set of
imagesrelevant to the query in the whole database);
d+b,the set of normalizeddistances(computedon the
featureh) amongthe elementsof R+;and Jl+h,the mean
of the valuesof d+ . Similarly, we define R' as the set
of non relevantim:ges selectedby the user to serveas
negativeexamples,while dob is the correspondingset

3. Relevance Feedback
Sub-vectorsof featuresare in.dicatedby X1b,where i is
the vector index, and h ~e mdex of ~e featu!e. We
indicate with Dh the distan~e associated with the
feature h-th. The global metric used to evaluat~ ~e
similarity between two images of the databaseis, m
general,a linear combinationof the distancesbetween
the individual features:

of distances.From R+ and R- we are then able to
determinewhether the influence of a feature must be
limited in computingthe dissimilarity by reducingthe
correspondingweight: let R+-be the union of R+ with
Ro,and d+-b,the correspondingset of distancesamong
its elements.Since we can not make any assumptions
about the statisticaldistribution of the featuresof nonrelevant images by analyzing R- (the selectednonrelevant images may be not representativeof all the

D1St,
. (X l XJ)

-- ~
~ WbD b(Xlb' xJb)

(1)

b=t

in which the Who
are w~ights.~~re ~e ~o dr~wbacks
to this formulation of image siInllanty. First, smcethe
single distancesmay be defined on intervals of WidelY
.
varying values,they must be no.rm.aiized
to a common
interval so that equal emphasis is placed on every
feature score. Second,the weights must often be set
heuristically

non-relevantimagesin the database),we exclude set

d-b from d+-b,obtaining
a new set of distances: dob= d+o.
0
b\dob.If we let Jl h be the meanof the elements
m db,

we can now determine the weight terms to use in
Equation(3) asfollows:
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K is a positive constantthat influence the number of
out-of-rangevalues:in our experimentK was set at 3.
Any out-of-range values are mapped to the extreme
values, so that they do not bias further processing.At
this point our similarity function has the following
form:
p

Dist(XI,XJ)=LWhdb(X~,X~)

(3)
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(5)
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experiments). Looking at theseformulas, we observe
that:
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3.1 Normalization of Features
different

otherwIse

0

evaluation. Moreover, image siInllanty is .use~- and
task- dependent [13], and this dependence is still not
understood well enough to permit careful, a-priori

To

(4)
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difficult, as there may be no clear relationship between

selectionof the optimal measure.
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by the user, and this may be rather

the featuresusedto index the i~ag~ da~abase
~d.tho.se
evaluatedby the user i~ a subJ~ctI.ve
!ma~e siInllanty

.f R+ < 3

+
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if there are at leastthree examples(of relevantor
non-relevant
the
weights are updated;
otherwise
theyimages)
areall set
at lie.
if the user selects only relevant imag~s, the
weights are computedaccordingto Equation (4).
For any given feature,the W+hterm is large when
thereis someform of agreementamongthe feature
values of the selectedimages.We have already
seen that treating all the relevant images in the
sameway may producevery poor resultswhen the
relevantimagesselectedresemblethe queryimage
only in some pictorial features,but are actually
quite different from eachother [14].
for any given featurethe W*hterm of Equation(5),
is large when there is some form of agreement
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amongthe featurevaluesof positive and negative
examples.This shouldmeanthat the featureis not
discriminant for the query; consequently the
correspondingweight is decreased(Equation6).
The structureof the relevancefeedbackmechanismis
entirely description-independent,
that is, the index can
be modified, or extended to include other features
without requiring any changein the algorithm.

I

3.3 Query Processing
Query processing consists in modifying the feature
vector of the query by taking into accountthe feature
vectorsof the imagesjudged relevantby the user. One
way of doing this is to take a weighted averageof the
query feature vectors and of the relevant images [14].
But in this case,the algorithm can not provide for the
fact that relevant imagesmay differ from the original
query with respectto somefeatur~s.Our approachis to
let R+ be the set of relevant images the user has
selected(including the original query) while Q is the
d th

. .
deviation.
average

'

'
, d
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Qb(j)=~X1G~~b(j)
h .

(8)

To this end the user is allowed to register satisfactory
queriestogetherwith the correspondingweights in the
similarity measure. When the user has already
formulat(;d a query "similar" to the new one, the
algorithm sets the initial weights of the similarity
function at the value of the former query, reducing the
time and effort neededto adaptthe similarity measure
by meansof the relevancefeedbackalgorithm.
When a query is submitted,the systemrearrangesthe
databaseimagesin order of decreasingsimilarity with
respectto the query, and then showsthe user the most
similar images.In subsequentiterations the user may
mark any of the retrieved images as relevant, or not
relevant.A new query vector is then computed,on the
basis of the featuresof the relevant images, and the
overall evaluation of the dissimilarity function is
updated, taking into account the features of both
relevantand no.nrelevant images.There is no limit to
the numberof imagesthat can be selectedand to the
numberof relevancefeedbackiterations.The userends

interaction

with

the

system

when

he

finds

desired

.

needs,
or the desired images are not present in the
database.
Since comparing
Qwith every task,
imagewe
I inhave
the
database
may bea aquery
time-consuming

.
The query processmg formulates

a new query

Qh that

implemented a method for filtering
large databases
before computing the distances. This method is based

better representsthe images of interest to the user,
taking into accountthe featuresof the relevantimages,
without allowing ,one different feature value to bias
query computation.
The query process could be similarly applied to
compute a query representingnon-relevantexamples.
This seemsof little practical interest as non-relevant
examplesare usually not similar to eachother, and are,
consequently,scatteredthroughoutthe featurespace.

The similarity retrieval features of the Quicklook
systemhas beentestedon 15 different databasesfor a
total of over 50,000 images. These databaseswere
generatedin the framework of feasibility studies of
potential applications of the system, and include
severalcollectionsof textiles,ceramicsand trademarks,

4.

together
with
various
archives
of painting
and
photographs, both in color and in black and white.

The System

at Work

A full description of all the characteristics of
QuickLook is beyond the scope of the paper; we
describe here only those of image search engine.
QuickLook, allows the user to query the database,
using keywords(non describedhere),exampleimages,
or a user-madesketch.
In the query by example mode the selection of the
initial set of imagesto showto the useris critical when
the databaseis large. QuickLook offers a database
preview by random access,or image clustering to
allow the user to find one, or more relevant images
with which to begin. At the first retrieval iteration,
when the userhasselectedjust one imageto searchfor,
all the weights in the similarity function (3) are set at
the value of lIE. For faster tuning of the similarity
function, the system can exploit previous query
sessionsperformedby the user on the samedatabase.

on a variant of the triangle inequality approach
proposedby Bermanand Shapiro[9].

Relevancefeedbackimproves the effectivenessof the
retrieval considerablyfor all the databasesby over
30%. In general,the seconditeration (that is the first
relevancefeedbackiteration) correspondsto the largest
singleimprovement.We haveobserved,to the contrary,
little benefit in repeatingthe procedurefor more than
five or six times. It can reasonablybe arguedthat this
is due to the limited capability of the low-level features
used to exhaustivelydescribethe image content, and
not to the mechanismitself.
Fig. 1 presentthe systeminterface, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
present an example of the system's application to a
databaseof some 12,000images.Additional examples
may be found at the foUowingaddress:
http://www.itim.mi.cnr.it/Linee/Lineal/Sottolinea3/relf
eme.htm
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images, or decides that they can not be found because
either the system is unable to decipher his information
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Figure 2. Example of retrieval results. The query is
the top left image. No relevancefeedback has been
applied.
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